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Abstract
We propose here solutions to the FMTV 2015 chal-
lenge of a distributed video processing system using
four different formalisms, as well as the description

of the challenge itself. This artifact contains several
solutions to various subchallenges, and instructions
and scripts to reproduce these results smoothly.
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1 Scope

We propose here all necessary models and binaries to reproduce solutions to the FMTV 2015
challenge of a distributed video processing system using four different approaches. The results for
each approach can be reproduced automatically.

The artifact package is made of five items, in five subdirectories:
the description of the challenge itself;
the solution using the timed model-checker Uppaal [7];
the solution using the parametric timed model-checker IMITATOR [2];
the solution using the timed model-checking framework Fiacre/Tina [3];
the solution using the tool for real-time systems schedulability analysis MAST [6].

The challenge description. We propose here the complete UML model of the FMTV 2015 chal-
lenge in the open-source papyrus UML tool (https://www.eclipse.org/papyrus/).

Solution using Uppaal. This artifact presents a solution [12] using the Uppaal model-checker
for the first part of the challenge. It allows to reproduce the results shown in the global solution
table and gives more insight in the chosen approach.

Solution using IMITATOR. This artifact contains all necessary models and binaries to reproduce
solutions [13] to challenge 1A using the formalism of parametric timed automata [1] and the
IMITATOR toolkit [2].

Solution using Fiacre/Tina. This artifact contains models, scripts and software used to reproduce
the Fiacre/Tina solution to questions 1A and 1B [5]. This approach relies on the model-checking
toolbox Tina [4], and on models defined using the Fiacre [3] real-time specification language.

Solution using MAST. This artifact encompasses links and content providing the various models,
and tools used to produce the results shown by the MAST set of solutions [11] to the challenges.
The responses explained in our paper and later collected for comparison reasons in the paper
to which this artifact complements are backed by the analyses scenarios pointed here and the
response times resulting from their study with the MAST tool set.

https://doi.org/10.4230/DARTS.9.1.4
https://doi.org/10.4230/LIPIcs.ECRTS.2023.19
https://www.eclipse.org/papyrus/
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2 Content

The artifact package is made of five subdirectories. We give the detailed content of each subdirectory
in the following.

The challenge description. The artifact package contains:
the UML Model of the FMTV 2015 Challenge (.uml); and
the Diagram Interchange (.di) file for the UML model.

Solution using Uppaal. The artifact package contains:
README.txt: a file that explains how to download the Uppaal model-checker and how to
redo all the verification steps;
files with the *.xml and *.q extension containing the Uppaal models and properties
checked;
a bash script run-all.sh allowing to run the verification for different choices of parameters
allowing to reproduce the result tables in the document mentioned below;
a document Uppaal-solution-ECRTS23.pdf which explains the approach that we have
chosen for verifying the challenge with Uppaal, and that contains tables summarizing the
results obtained when running the script;
text files Table-*.txt containing the output of running the script file with different
arguments.

Solution using IMITATOR. The artifact package contains:
a README.md file containing everything you may need to know to run the artifact;
IMITATOR 2.7 “Butter Guéméné” compiled for Linux 64 bits (dating from July 2015), and
mirrored from GitHub;
the IMITATOR models compatible with IMITATOR 2.7;
an extra Python script parseIMI.py to parse the IMITATOR 2.7 results, and to display
them nicely;
a basic script reproduce.sh to reproduce everything in a single command;
the expected result;
a full log reproduce.log resulting from the execution of reproduce.sh.

All necessary information concerning the artifact and the way to reproduce the results can be
found in the README.md file.

Solution using Fiacre/Tina. The artifact package contains:
a README file, in text and markdown versions, with instructions on how to reproduce our
results;
a binary version of the latest version (v3.7) of sift, a state-space exploration tool for time
Petri nets (TPN) and TTS, an extension of TPN with complex data types and priorities;
Fiacre models, maxlatency.fcr and between2lost.fcr, used for challenges 1A and 1B
respectively, as well as their compiled versions, max.tts and bb.tts;
a basic shell script, run_experiments.sh, to reproduce our experiments in a single com-
mand.

Solution using MAST. The artifact package includes:
a README.txt file that describe the contents plus a table describing the relation between its
contents and the results included in the paper;
a README.pdf file with similar but easier to read data;
the original article where the full results were initially posted [11]:
FMTV15_Solution_MAST.pdf;
the binary version of the MAST tool used [10]: mast-bin-win-1-5-0-1.zip;
a zip file with all the models used and the results obtained [9]: mastmodels.zip.

DARTS
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Finally, each solution is accompanied by its original paper from 2015 in PDF format. A sixth
subdirectory corresponding to the CPAL solution (not part of this artifact) contains only their
paper in PDF.

3 Getting the artifact

The artifact endorsed by the Artifact Evaluation Committee is available free of charge on the
Dagstuhl Research Online Publication Server (DROPS).
The challenge description. The artifact endorsed by the Artifact Evaluation Committee is avail-

able free of charge on the WATER 2015 forum website: https://ecrts.org/forum/download/
WATERS2015_Industrial_Challenge_Thales.zip.

Solution using Uppaal. The artifact is (for the time being) not available anywhere else.
Solution using IMITATOR. The artifact is (for the time being) not available anywhere else.
Solution using Fiacre/Tina. All files are available on a dedicated GitLab repository at https:

//gitlab.laas.fr/dalzilio/fmtvchallenge2015. The artifact is distributed both as an
archive, https://gitlab.laas.fr/dalzilio/fmtvchallenge2015/-/releases/permalink/
latest, based on the v1.0 release; and as a lightweight virtual machine for VirtualBox users,
in OVA format, https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7944508.

Solution using MAST. The artifact can be downloaded from there:
http://mast.unican.es/waters15challenge/ECRTS2023_MAST_solution_artifact.zip

4 Tested platforms

The challenge description. Any Linux-based OS with 64 bits or Windows 64 bits. To the best of
our knowledge, the UML MARTE profile is required to modify the UML model.

Solution using Uppaal. Any Linux-based OS with 64 bits.
Solution using IMITATOR. Any Linux-based OS with 64 bits. To the best of our knowledge, no

dependencies are required to reproduce the results.
Solution using Fiacre/Tina. We assume that the code is executed on a computer running a 64

bit version of Linux using glibc 2.27 (the scripts have been tested on Ubuntu 20.04). For the
virtual machine, based on Alpine Linux, a machine with 1 core and 4 GiB of RAM should be
enough. You can connect to the machine use login: root, and password: root.

Solution using MAST. The artifact has been tested on Windows. The concrete version of the
tool used and the analyses performed have been tested on Windows 7 but there is a very high
probability that it runs in current versions of windows. A binary of the tool is also available
for Linux versions (see the MAST Web page [8]) and shall also work fine, though it has not
been fully tested in this case.

5 License

The challenge description. The artifact is available under the GNU General Public License.
Solution using Uppaal. The Uppaal models and scripts are available under the Creative Com-

mons CC0 1.0 Universal license.
Solution using IMITATOR. The artifact is available under the GNU General Public License.
Solution using Fiacre/Tina. The models and scripts are available under the Creative Commons

CC0 1.0 Universal license (see the accompanying LICENSE file). Tina is closed source software,
free to use and distribute, with attribution, see https://projects.laas.fr/tina/.

https://ecrts.org/forum/download/WATERS2015_Industrial_Challenge_Thales.zip
https://ecrts.org/forum/download/WATERS2015_Industrial_Challenge_Thales.zip
https://gitlab.laas.fr/dalzilio/fmtvchallenge2015
https://gitlab.laas.fr/dalzilio/fmtvchallenge2015
https://gitlab.laas.fr/dalzilio/fmtvchallenge2015/-/releases/permalink/latest
https://gitlab.laas.fr/dalzilio/fmtvchallenge2015/-/releases/permalink/latest
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7944508
http://mast.unican.es/waters15challenge/ECRTS2023_MAST_solution_artifact.zip
https://projects.laas.fr/tina/
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Solution using MAST. The artifact is available under the same license that holds the MAST
tool [8]. That is: This material is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under
the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation;
either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

6 MD5 sum of the artifact

8a474ddcc9c80e4ffdbbd8f8b1742c1d

7 Size of the artifact

58.4 MiB

A Installing the Uppaal artifact

A.1 Requirements
This needs:

Uppaal (tested with versions 4.1.19 (in interactive mode only) and 5.0.0 (both interactive and
batch mode) on Linux (Ubuntu on a laptop)

A (free academic) license must be requested at https://uppaal.org/downloads/. A zip file with
the version that we used can be downloaded from https://download.uppaal.org/uppaal-5.0/
uppaal-5.0.0-rc2/uppaal-5.0.0-rc2-linux64.zip.

A.2 Make it run
Installing Uppaal only requires to unzip the downloaded zip-file. Running Uppaal in interactive
mode requires Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version ≥ 11 (allows to visualize the model
graphically).

For reproducing the results, the interactive mode is not needed. But it requires to replace the
3rd line of script file run-all.sh, that is,

VERIFYTA=/home/graf/something/uppaal-5.0.0-rc2-linux64/bin/verifyta

so that VERIFYTA points to uppaal-5.0.0-rc2-linux64/bin/verifyta in the unzipped Up-
paal directory. Then follow the instructions in the README file to run the script.
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